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event space. This connection is generally non-

integrable and the internal curvature need not be
covariant constant.

de Broglie et al. ' and Allcock' have considered
models where internal states of elementary par-
ticles are represented by points in the group
space of the rotation and I orentz groups. There
are two important differences between their ap-
proach and the one presented here. They formu-
lated their theory in a flat Minkowski space; their
internal space has nothing to do with the Riemann
curvature tensor. For our hypnothesis the non-

integrability of the Riemann connection is essen-
tial; for if the connection is integrable, the event

space is a Minkowski space, the holonomy group
is the identity and the internal state space disap-
pears. The second difference is that they have
used the full group space rather than the tangent

space as we have done. The possibility has not
been discussed here, but we have the freedom
within the mathematical framework to consider
the entire holonomy group space as an internal
state space.
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A necessary condition for the success of any
theory of weak interactions is that it be consistent
with the observed relations' '

ways. ')' One classification is based on isotopic
spin T and hypercharge

=0

o.+= 0, (2)

(3)

Y =B+S,

where B denotes baryon number and S strangeness,
the second is based on K spin and electric charge
q, and the third on f. spin and a corresponding
hypercharge

between the asymmetry parameters for the non-

leptonic modes of Z, A, and " decay. Here we

wish to show that, within the framework of uni-
tary symmetry, '~' it is possible to derive (2) and

(3) from the b, T = ~ rule, time-reversal invariance,
and two symmetry principles. Equation (1) can-
not be derived directly from the theory, but is
consistent with it.

At least one of the symmetries used for nonlep-
tonic decays can be applied to leptonic decays,
and, with the aid of certain dynamical assump-
tions, it predicts a ratio of the rates for K+- p.

+v and ~+- p, + v which agrees with experimental
data. In addition, electromagnetic interactions
obey both symmetry principles and a prediction
can be made about the weak electromagnetic de-
cays Z+-P+@ and " -Z +y.

We begin by noting that the members of any uni-
tary multiplet can be classified in three different

Y =q-Y (4)

but the relation between the total spins, T, K,
and I., is more complicated and varies from one
multiplet to another. '

The interaction Hamiltonian for nonleptonic de-
cays can be written as a sum of two parts,

( l) (-l)' (6)

where H( l) is the Hermitian conjugate of H(+l).
Their quantum numbers are

L, =-'- Z =-1~

3 2)

The third components of all three spins can be ex-
pressed in terms of q and YT

T3=q lY ~ K3=-YT lq L3=--l(q Y ) (5)
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for H(+1), and

T =', r =-1 K =-1
3 0 T 0 3

L =+'- V =1

Q=O

(8)

The T-L transform of (15) is

(niZ v ) =-(Z I='v )

Now from R xP invariance,

(16)

for H( 1). Since the transformation

(r, r, y )-(L, L, -l' ),

(K, K, q)-(K, -K, q)

interchanges the quantum numbers in (7) and (8),
it follows that HyL may, in certain circumstan-
ces, be invariant under (9); here we shall as-
sume that this is indeed the case. The transfor-
mation (9) is referred to as the T-L transforma-
tion, and HgL is said to be T-L invariant.

Under (9), baryons transform according to the
rule"

(Z I
=0m ) =-(Z+ Inn+) (17)

and from time-reversal invariance together with
the neglect of final-state interactions, "

(n I
Z'v ) =-(Z'In~'). (18)

(Z+Inrr ) =0 (19)

and hence Eq. (2).
%hen applied to Z decay, the hT ='-, rule yields

&2(z IPv') =(Z Inn )- (Z+lnv+), (20)

Thereforeb, y substituting (17) and (18) into (16),
we obtain

T-L: (a) —(-P, -', (Z'- &3A'), =--, '-(EaZO+Ao) ~

-Z', :-',n, Z );
(a)-=(Z', Z', Z, A;p, n, =', =--). (10)

2(zolnvo) =(Z Inn )+(Z+Inv+),

for the pionic decay modes, and

(Z+ IPq) = P2(z'Inq),

(21)

(22)

The corresponding rule for pseudoscalar mesons
is obtained from the substitution

(a)-(v, v', v, q; K, +'K, -K', K ).
Following Lee,"we shall also assume that

H~L is invariant under the product R xP of R-
conjugation' and the parity transformation. The
effects of R conjugation upon baryons are"

R: (a)-i(-Z, Z', -Z', A;=, -=', -n, p), (12)

where the phase factor a is indeterminate; for
the moment we choose

(13)

(:"'InK') = 0, (14)

The corresponding effects for pseudoscalar mes-
ons follow from (11).

Now consider the process" " -n+K . It fol-
lows from invariance under the T-I. and R xP
tra, nsformations [see Eqs. (10)-(13)]that

-v 2(P I
Z+v') + (Z+ Inn+) = (Z'- v 3A'I ='v') . (23)

Time-reversal invariance and the neglect of final-
state interactions" enable us to replace the first
term in (23) by (Z Ipvo) . Applying R xP invari-
ance to the right-hand side of (23) and using (21)
and (22), we obtain a relation

&3(Z+ IPvo)
V V'

(Z'I pvo) = PS(A I pv-) (24)

which holds for all values of (Z inv ) ~, includ-
ing zero. This theory is therefore consistent
with Eq. (1), but does not necessarily predict it.

It also follows from time-reversal and R xP in-
variance that

for the g-decay modes. ' By taking the T-L trans-
forms of (22) and of the left-hand sides of (20)
and (21), we obtain three new equations which can
be combined to give

where the subscript A denotes the axial-vector
interaction. " %hen combined with a prediction
of the hT = rule, namely,

(AIPv ) =-(:" IAv ) V'

(AIPv ) =+(= IAv '&

'A (25)

-(:"'InKO)+(:-'IPK ) =(:" InK ),

Eq. (14) implies
Taken together, Eqs. (24) and (25) lead to Lee' s
relation, "

(=-'IPK ) =(=--inK-)„. (15) +3(z IPn')=(AIPw )+2(:" IAv ). (26)
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The roles of the vector and axial-vector inter-
actions in the above discussion can easily be in-
terchanged by taking the phase factor of (12) to
be L =-1 instead of +1 [see (13)]. This inter-
change of V andA has no effect upon the predic-
tions of (25), namely, "~"

V-A form

(K+I p+v}

=(2K ) "f (-m ')K [a & (1+& )& ],

=(2m ) "'f (-m ')v [u y (1+y )v ], (31)

n =-0.7n (28)

but with the opposite assignment of V, A, it gives

but, because of the Z - A mass difference and the
different kinematical factors associated with the
vector and axial-vector interactions, "it does af-
fect the predictions of (24). As it stands, Eq. (24)
predicts

where K&, z& (X =0, 1, 2, 3) are the four-momenta
of the K and n mesons, respectively, and mK, m„
are their masses. If (30) is a "functional equali-

ty, " then fK(-mK') is the same function of -mK'
as is fv(-mv') of -mv2:

'K' K'=" K'

f (-m ) =F(-m ').

Since (28) is in better agreement with experi-
ment' ' than (29), we tentatively conclude that
the V, A assignments of (19), (24), and (25) are
correct, and in particular that Z+-n +a+ is a
pure vector interaction (i.e. , s-wave).

ln deriving the numerical estimates in (27)-(29),
we have interpreted Eqs. (24) and (25) not as pre-
cise equalities between matrix elements, but

rather as equalities between coupling constants.
This interpretation provides one method of al-
lowing for mass differences among members of
the baryon octet; it can, however, be generalized
in a manner more suitable for the discussion of
leptonic decays. We shall treat (24) and (25) as
"functional equalities": Each equation

(A IBC}=p(A'IB'C'}

(K Ip+v}=(~ ip+v}. (30)

These matrix elements are written in the usual

is assumed to imply that the matrix element
(A IBC} is the same function, up to a multiplica-
tive constant p. , of the masses, momenta, and

spins of A, B,C, as is (A'IB'C'} of the masses,
momenta, and spins of A', O', C'. It is easy to
see that our initial interpretation of (24) and (25)
is equivalent to "functional equality" as long as
the coupling constants in nonleptonic decay are
independent of baryon masses.

Consider now the decays K - p, + v and ~ - p + v.
If the leptons are unitary singlets and if the lep-
tonic interaction Hamiltonian HL is T-L invariant,
then from (10) and (11)

The function F(-m') must have the dimensions of
inverse mass, and so the simplest form it can
take is

F (-m') =g/m, (33)

where g is a dimensionless constant. Assuming
that (33) represents a good approximation to the
true behavior of F(-m'), '8 we predict the ratio of
the rates for K+- p, + v and n+- p, + v to be R =1.4;
this compares favorably with the observed ratio
of 1.35." Notice that had (30) been interpreted as
an equality of coupling constants, i.e. , fK(-mK')
=fz(-m~'), our predicted ratio would have been
wrong by a factor (mK/m~)'=10.

It still remains to be seen whether T-L invari-
ance, together with "functional equality, " can ac-
count for other properties of leptonic decays:
for example, the suppression of A beta decay
compared with neutron beta decay.

%e shall show elsewhere~ that the combination
of T-L invariance and AT =

~ requires H&L to be
a member of an octet, and HL to belong to either
an octet or a decuplet. Since Lee's theory starts
by assuming H&L to belong to an octet, it may
well be asked why this theory contains more pre-
dictions, namely (19) and (24), than his. The
answer can best be seen by constructing the phe-
nomenological form of H~L. In Lee's theory,
observable processes will depend on two inde-
pendent axial-vector coupling constants and three
vector ones, whereas in this theory, they depend
on one axial-vector and two vector coupling con-
stants. In other words, the assumption that H~L
belongs to an octet does not necessarily imply
that it is T-L invariant.
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It is easy to see that electromagnetic interac-
tions are T-L, invariant, and that they will be R
xP invariant if the condition A& —-A& is imposed
on the electromagnetic field. Therefore, if weak
interactions are also T-L, and R xP invariant,
these symmetries will show up in weak electro-
magnetic decays A -8 +y . One simple conse-
quence is

(35)

where the suffices + and — denote the parity-con-
serving and parity-nonconserving parts of (AIBy),
respectively. Equation (35) implies that the asym-
metry parameters for Z+ —Py and " —Z y are
roughly equal in magnitude but opposite in sign. '
Notice that the same prediction can be made in
the global symmetry scheme. "
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